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Assessment of the Policy Response
The Assessment Report aimed to:

- Assess the success of THE PEP through the policy response in the countries

- Assess in-country progress on the basis of questionnaire... (15 countries)
Challenges of Assessment Report

• Naming names: not representative...

• But citing countries highlights success stories... (case studies)

• And may push others to respond!
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Structure of Assessment Report
Structure of Assessment Report (1)

• For each priority area:
  - Policy integration
  - Demand management and modal shift
  - Sustainable urban transport

• THE PEP outputs
• Progress made by UNECE and WHO MS
• Recommendations for future action
**Structure of Assessment Report (2)**

- Cross cutting issues:
  - Ecologically-sensitive areas
  - Particular needs of EECCA/ SEE

- Resources for THE PEP
- Conclusions and proposals for further work
Questions for the Steering Committee: FUTURE OF THE PEP
Questions for the Steering Committee (1)

- What is evolving vision for THE PEP?
- Are THE PEP priorities consistent with vision?
- Do we need new priorities, reflecting 3HLM: *Making the Link! Transport choices for sustainable and healthy living!*
- How to translate vision and renewed priorities into action?
Questions for the Steering Committee(2)

• Changes to Steering Committee structure and function?

• Selected focus topics / themes

• New funding mechanisms?
Questions for the Steering Committee (3)

• How to develop concrete and implementable projects?

• How to monitor commitments and progress of governments, including city governments?

• How to develop links with municipalities?
Thank you for your attention!